This paper focuses on storage and reproduction systems of environmental haptic sensations. In the conventional reproduction system, the command values of the system are generated from the environmental haptic memories that correspond to the position of the actuator. Because the environmental information, which are stored in the memories depending on the position, become insufficient, the conventional method is difficult to treat the high-stiffness environment. To solve this problem, this paper newly proposes storage and reproduction systems of haptic sensations based on admittance control. The proposed system generates the position command corresponding to the force response of the actuator. Therefore, the proposed reproduction system is able to reproduce the haptic sensations of high-stiffness environments. The effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed by the experiment.
Introduction
For techniques that use real-world information, a method for creating environmental haptic memories has been proposed (1) (2) . The conventional reproduction system is based on impedance control. When the environmental position deformation becomes small value under the high-stiffness environment, the environmental information, which is stored in the memory depending on the position, becomes insufficient. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes the new storage and reproduction systems of haptic sensations based on admittance control. The validity of the proposed method is confirmed by the experiment.
Conventional System Based on Impedance Control

Storage of Force Response
A block diagram of the storage system using force control is shown in Fig. 1 , where f , x,ẋ, andẍ denote the force, position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively. Z e (s) stands for the environmental impedance. In addition, M and K f denote the actuator mass and force constant, respectively. The subscript n denotes the nominal value. The superscripts ext, dis, cmd, ref , and res denote the external, disturbance, command, reference, and response values, respectively. Aˆaccompanying any variable represents an estimate of that variable. C f denotes the proportional gain of the force controller. In the conventional storage system, the environment is assumed to contain both stiffness K and viscosity D, where the force response is separated using the phase difference of stiffness and viscosity. After separation of the force response, the environmental haptic memories are created by separation forces.
Conventional Reproduction Method of Haptic Sensations based on Impedance Control
Block diagram of the conventional reproduction system for haptic sensations based on impedance control is shown in Fig. 2 , where p denotes the momentum. Environmental information are derived from the environmental haptic memories F mem , P mem based on the position response through (1)
Eq. (1) 
When the system reproduces a high-stiffness environment, a large force vibration is caused by the differential of the momentum of viscosity, and adversely affects the reproducibility of environmental haptic sensations.
To avoiding the derivative, the reproduction system for c 2016 The Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan.
Fine haptic sensations using the momentum control roop has been proposed. Block diagram of the coventional reproduction system based on impedance control with momentum control roop is shown in Fig. 3 , where C m denotes the proportional gain of the momentum controller. Environmental information are derived from the environmental haptic memories through (1), The momentum command value of the p cmd is calculated through (3)
The system generates the momentum command that correspond to the position of the actuator. Thus, the conventional system is difficult to treat the high-stiffness environmente.
Storage and Reproduction of Haptic Sensations Considering Environmental Admittance
Storage of Velocity Response
The force and velocity responses are obtained in the storage phase: Fig. 1 . In the proposed system, the environment is assumed to contain both susceptance B and conductance G, where the velocity response is separated using the phase difference of susceptance and conductance. After separation of the velocity, the environmental haptic memories are created by separation velocities that are associated with the force.
Proposed Reproduction Method of Haptic Sensations Based on Admittance Control
The proposed reproduction system of haptic sensations based on admittance control is shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , C p (s) denotes PD position controller. Environmental information are derived from environmental haptic memories X Bmem ,Ẋ Gmem by the force response of the actuator as (4)
In other words, X Bmem (−f ext ) andẊ Gmem (−f ext ) has the position and velocity profiles with respect to the external forcê f ext . The position command value is produced by integrating the velocity of conductance as (5)
Experiments
The experimental setups are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In the storage phase, the aluminum block: A5052P is placed at a position of 0 mm. Comparisons of the results during the storage and reproduction phases is shown in Fig. 7 . Table 1 indicate the standard deviation of errors. Where μ and σ denote mean value of storage results and the standard deviation of errors between storage and reproduction results, respectively. In Table 1 , the proposed method improves the standard deviation of errors. In the experiment, the environmental surface in the haptic memory tables is located at 0 mm. Therefore, the haptic memory has no environmental information and the fluctuation occurs around the 10 s, when the motor position is nearly 0 mm. This problem will be fixed in future.
Conclusions
In this paper, the storage and reproduction systems for environmental haptic sensations considering environmental admittance is proposed. The proposed reproduction system based on the admittance control is able to reproduce the haptic sensations of a high-stiffness environment without force and position vibrations.
